
International Student Spotlight 
Meet Alberto Sanchez de Puerta Garijo! 

 
Alberto Sanchez de Puerta Garijo, who was named after his 
grandfather, was born in Córdoba, Spain. He was raised in Jerez de 
la Fontera, where his parents still live today. Alberto has a younger 
brother in the Spanish Air Force Academy. They are best friends 
and understand each other perfectly. He’s the one with whom 
Alberto would travel anywhere. He also has a teenage sister, who is 
starting to pick up her older brothers’ habits by learning to surf.  

Alberto loves Córdoba so much that he decided to move back to 
attend the University of Córdoba. He’s lived there for the past five 
years. Alberto’s love for his city is evident in his description of 
Córdoba as “the best city in the world.” Córdoba has a rich history 
that is represented through its numerous monuments and historical 
sites. Perhaps the most famous is the beautiful Mosque-Cathedral, 
regarded as one of the finest examples of Moorish architecture. 
During the 9th and 10th centuries, Córdoba was the intellectual 
capital of Europe and one of the most important cities in the world.  

Córdoba is the warmest city in Spain, with not much rain and a mild 
winter. Visitors can enjoy the nearby mountains, which are minutes 
away, and the beach, which is only one hour away. The city has 
many traditional festivals and celebrations including the famous 
Cruces de Mayo. People travel to Córdoba from all over to decorate 
tall crosses with flowers, and celebrate by eating, drinking and 
dancing together.  

An avid sports fan, Alberto enjoys running, mountain biking, soccer, surfing, and skiing. He wants to learn to snowboard 
next. Alberto is very competitive and enjoys competitions. He watches every single Real Madrid soccer game, and he also 
follows the World Surf League and MotoGP. Both Alberto and his father have motorbikes, and Alberto loves riding them 
together. They go every year to the Spanish motorcycle Grand Prix in Jerez, which is part of the Moto GP World 
Championship. People from all over Europe attend, and Alberto loves going with his father. In addition, he likes watching 
Netflix (which helps with learning English) and listening to music. He likes all genres of music, but his favorite is 
American hip-hop. Kendrick Lamar, Drake, and 21 Savage are just a few of his favorite artists.  

Alberto, a senior studying mechanical engineering, will be at ETSU for just this semester. He decided to study here in 
order to work on his thesis with an American professor, which could have a huge impact on his ability to get a better job. 
He hopes his experiences here will help him to “stand out from the pack.” His love of American slang and “street 
language” also influenced his decision.  

He has enjoyed his time here so far. He likes the Market Place—you can eat as much as you want! Another favorite 
moment is when he took the 16 Personalities test. His result of ESTJ-A, or “the Executive,” matches him perfectly and 
provided him the exact job he wants: a business development manager.  

Alberto’s future goals include working in an international company that enables him to travel. He hopes to use his English 
skills to market and represent the company around the world, though he wants his home base to be his beloved Spain.  

Welcome, Alberto! We are happy to have you with us.  

 

 

 


